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Press Release 
 
New testing of Danish water technology in Space 
Odense, October 2016  
 
Aquaporin Space Alliance ApS, a joint venture between Aquaporin A/S and Danish Aero-
space Company ApS (DAC), will carry out a second round of testing of the Biomimetic Aq-
uaporin Inside™ water filtration system in Space. It is another important step in developing 
filtering technology to efficiently reuse water on the Space Station and future missions be-
yond Earth orbit and towards Mars. 
 
 The “Aquamembrane-2” test setup hardware with the Aquaporin Inside™ water filter mem-
branes will be launched to the International Space Station (ISS) on Monday October 17, 2016 
at 04.03 hrs DK-time on the Cygnus transport vehicle via Orbital ATK new Antares-230 rocket. 
The launch will take place from Virginia Space’s Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport Pad 0A on 
Wallops Island, Virginia USA. 
 
The Aquamembrane-2 experiment comprises an Aquamembrane Osmotic Driven Test and will 
be performed by ESA astronaut Thomas Pesquet in November 2016. The results and samples 
from the experiment are expected to be returned to Earth on Soyuz-48S in February 2017. 
  
The goal of the experiment seeks to evaluate the efficiency of the ability of Aquaporin Inside™ 
Membranes to purify water in a microgravity environment.  More specifically, the purpose is to 
investigate the “concentration polarization” effect between contaminated and clean water and 
alleviate the effectiveness in microgravity by active recirculation of the fluids across the mem-
branes. This effect become dominating in space, where there is no gravity and thus no nano-
scale buoyancy driven mixing in the fluids. 
 
The first initial experiment with “Aquaporin Inside™ membranes was performed in Sept 2015 
by the Danish ESA-astronaut Andreas Mogensen aboard the ISS with very promising test re-
sults. Now this second round of testing seek to provide more detailed results of the effective-
ness of the membranes in microgravity and make a closer step towards developing a more nat-
ural, lighter and simple way for water filtration in space. 
 

“The ultimate goal is to use Aquaporin Inside™ membranes for the ISS water filtration 

system, where they can replace the present multi-filtration beds, which are very heavy 

and require frequent replacement. Furthermore, the Aquaporin Inside™ membranes 

have a huge potential for saving upload mass in form off reusing water on future 

manned space vehicle to a Cislunar space station or on vehicles to Mars.” - says Thomas 

A. E. Andersen, CEO of ASA. 

Background on Aquaporin technology 

Aquaporins are Nature’s own water filter and facilitate rapid, highly selective water transport 
in nature. They exist both in the human kidney, plant roots and many other places. Aquaporins 
are water channel proteins with excellent water permeability and solute rejection. Biological 
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membranes have evolved the most effective way for water transport across an osmotic pres-
sure gradient via aquaporin proteins. The Aquaporins are bound in membranes, so that water 
can pass through the biological membranes freely but ions cannot. 
 
Forward osmosis (FO) is an osmotic process that uses a membrane permeable to water only in 
order to separate water from dissolved solutes. The driving force for this separation is an os-
motic pressure gradient between a solution of high concentration (draw) and a solution of 
lower concentration (feed).  An example could be urine on one side and a sugar/salt concentra-
tion on the other side. 
 
The Aquaporin Inside membrane is especially developed for this FO-technology. It has shown 
unique capabilities in ground testing. Today the technology is commercially available in the 
form of Aquaporin Inside™ membranes (AIM) for both forward osmosis and reverse osmosis 
(pressure driven filtering) applications. 

 
 

 

For more info: 

 

 

 
 

CEO Thomas A. E. Andersen, 
Aquaporin Space Alliance ApS 

Phone +45 40 29 41 62 
www.aquaporinspacealliance.com 

 

 

CEO Peter Holme Jensen, 
Aquaporin A/S 

Phone +45 27 10 20 75 

Aquaporin Space Alliance ApS is a joint venture between: 
 
Aquaporin A/S is a global cleantech company located in Copenhagen, Denmark. Aquaporin is dedi-
cated to revolutionizing water purification by means of industrial biotech techniques and knowhow. 
The main strategy is to develop the Aquaporin Inside™ technology capable of separating and purifying 
water from all other compounds.  
www.aquaporin.dk 

 
Danish Aerospace Company ApS is a space technology company operating in the area of advanced 
medical instrumentation and other engineering fields primarily for space applications. The company is 
located in Odense, Denmark and is a subsidiary of the M. Goldschmidt Group, owned by Mikael Gold-
schmidt.  
www.danishaerospace.com 
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Illustrations: 
 

Figure 1: Three sets of experiment hardware will be prepared and packed following all safety 
requirements for experiments aboard ISS. One set of the unpacked hardware can be seen in the 
lower left corner. (Photo: Aquaporin Space Alliance/Danish Aerospace Company ApS) 
 

 
Figure 1. Aquaporin Inside™ hollow fiber membrane filter. (Photo: Aquaporin Space Alli-
ance/Aquaporin A/S) 
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Figure 3. The Danish ESA-astronaut Andreas Mogensen performing the first Aquamembrane 
experiment on ISS in September 2015. (Photo: ESA) 

 


